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Big Brother Little Brother Fortnite By Xander Schiller and Adam Phelps
The sun was shining on a beautiful evening at Camp Menominee as we got ready to play our first Big Brother / Little
Brother event of the summer. Fortnite is a very popular online game which many of our campers love to play.
Therefore, Program Manager ETHAN WEISS and counselor JAKE HERMAN created “Menominee Fortnite,” a real-life
adaptation of the popular game which they knew our campers would enjoy. Campers paired into groups of two or
three (these were their ‘brothers’) and were to attempt to eliminate other teams by squirting them with squirt bottles.
As the game began, the teams had the opportunity to have one minute of looting. MAX BEERMANN made a quick
start and looted a number of squirt bottles. Meanwhile, JORDAN GETNER and ZACH FORMAN both gained squirt
bottles and were ready to begin the Battle Royale. As the game began, CADE COLBY was stocking up on loot at ‘The
Way’ before XANDER SCHILLER came up behind him and eliminated him. Throughout the game, counselors created a
moving “storm” which, if caught inside, would put a camper at risk of elimination. As the game entered its closing
stages, JACK FORMAN was eliminated despite producing some amazing swiftness and adept water gun shooting skills.
JACOB SCHNEIDER and AUGGIE FLICK were the winners with JACOB acknowledging that their successful strategy was
“camping and riding the storm.” Commiserations to PAYTON PICUS who came in a close runner-up. Well done to all
Menominee Fortnite teams for such an awesome game.

Horse Racing Night By Josh Namordi and Adam Phelps
After canteen, the Senior Cabin ended a perfect day in the Northwoods
by hosting the CM favorite, Horse Racing night. The Senior Cabin were
to be the “horses” while our youngest campers (Cabins 3 and 4) dressed
in their craziest outfits and become the “jockeys.” DRAKE ELMAN, FIN
DORAN, BRAYDEN SUBRIN, HUDSON DEUSTCH, COOPER BORSTEIN
and CHARLIE SANFORD impressed as jockeys and were all competing
for the win within their race. ZACH wore his chicken hat and an XXL shirt
he borrowed from one of the counselors, BRAYDEN wore an octopus
hat, COOPER wore a dragon onesie and many of the other jockeys wore
Horses and Jockeys at the start line.
shorts and pants on their head. All other cabins were to send a
representative from their cabin to ‘bet’ on the winning horse in each round. The winning cabin would be the cabin
who finished with most money at the end of all rounds. Each cabin began
with $600 and thanks to a brilliant idea by JONAH GAGERMAN, Cabin 6
split their money across all horses to maximise profits. After the races had
begun, rumours began to spread that the CIT’s, led by JAKE HOODACK and
TODD LAZARUS were bribing the Senior Cabin with food for inside
information. This was to be in vain however, as when all monies were
counted
and
verified,
the Keeping Camp Running By Editor
winners were Cabin Keeping our Camp running on a daily basis is not
6 with $7.3million. an easy task. Our fantastic caretakers this year;
Cabin 17 came in a CRAIG DOBSON and JOSEPH STAPLETON have
Place your bets.
close second with been working hard to make camp look perfect
$7.16million and Cabin 15 finished third with $4.1million. for the summer ahead, including setting up a
Congratulations to the winners, Cabin 6; OWEN MCCORMICK, new beach volleyball court. ANDREA VARGAS is
FINN FELDMAN, MAX AGINS, JACKSON MERCHANT, ISAIAH
our friendly cabin housekeeper and we welcome
COLLIER, JOSH NAMORDI and CARTER KLEIN.
DAISY STEINER back to the administration team.
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Camper Profile By Xander Schiller
Name: MAX BEERMAN
Age: 14
Cabin: 19
Years at Camp: 7
Favourite Camp Meal: Pizza and chips
First CM Memory: Getting up on the Skis for the first time at 8 years old
Dream Job: Being a Video Game streamer

Brothers at Camp By Editor

Zach and Jack Forman.

Fin Doran and Hudson Deutsch.

The bonds and friendships our campers and counselors create make us all
one big family and each other’s brothers. However, like most years at Camp,
we have a large number of real brothers and we are very happy they are able
to spend their summer at the friendly confines.
JACK FORMAN (Cabin 19) and ZACH FORMAN (Cabin 3)
HUDSON DEUTSCH (Cabin 3) and FIN DORAN (Cabin 3)
OWEN MCCORMICK (Cabin 6) and PATRICK MCCORMICK (Cabin 3)
JONAH FELDMAN (Cabin 16) and FINN FELDMAN (Cabin 6)
JAKE FELDMAN (Cabin 10) and ELI FELDMAN (Cabin 7)
MARK BEERMANN (Cabin 19) and NATE BEERMANN (Cabin 14)
NOAH UNZEK (Cabin 7) and GABE UNZEK (Cabin 9)
XANDER SCHILLER (Cabin 19) and THATCHER SCHILLER (Cabin 8)
MILES RACENSTEIN (Cabin 19) and MICKY RACENSTEIN (Cabin 10)
JESSE KAPLAN (Cabin 15) and BEN KAPLAN (Cabin 19)
JACK MYERTHALL (Cabin 9) and SAM MYERTHALL (Cabin 18)
SAMMY MARKS (Cabin 12) and ANDREW MARKS (Cabin 10)
JONAH FRIEDMAN (Cabin 12) and ELI FRIEDMAN (Cabin 5)
BENJAMIN FLICK (Cabin 17) and AUGGIE FLICK (Cabin 9)
RYDER SPECTOR (Cabin 19) and COOPER SPECTOR (Cabin 14)
DRAEDYN SANFORD (Cabin 16) and CHARLIE SANFORD (Cabin 4)
MAXWELL MASON (Cabin 18) and LUKE MASON (Cabin 7)
HENRY (Cabin 14), ISAAC (Cabin 18) and SAM MILLER (Counselor)
ETHAN WEISS (Counselor/Program Manager) and BRETT WEISS (Counselor)
JAKE GOODMAN (Counselor) and JOSH GOODMAN (Counselor)

Five Tips to a Clean Cabin By Editor and Owen McCormick
After finishing 1st in their division four days in a row in Cabin Clean-up, Cabin
6’s OWEN MCCORMICK had some top tips to help all other cabins improve
their scores:
1.
Make your bed as soon as you get up, so you do not need to do it in
cleanup time and can spend more time on more harder jobs.
2.
When doing your cleaning jobs, focus and do not get distracted.
3.
Divide jobs between all cabin members so all areas are being cleaned.
4.
Volunteer to help others if you finish your job earlier than them.
5.
Ask your counselors to provide encouragement and motivation
because this helps you feel good about the job you are doing.
Patrick and Owen McCormick.

Eat Well. Grow Strong By Editor

Being at Camp is tiring so make sure you get your rest and eat well. Cooking our meals this summer will be MIKE
TAYLOR and MERCEDES CLARK. While in the mess hall, you may bump into one of our lovely kitchen staff; CHRIS
KOPKE, JESUS GARCIA RAMON, NATHALI TORRES ISLAS or JOSE MEDINA VILLEGAS, so please make sure you scrape
your plates and clean your tables to help them with their job. Lastly, before all meals, please ensure you wash your
hands and use the hand sanitiser that will be provided to you by the men on line.
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